A <random> Nomenclature Tweak

Abstract

We propose a very modest global change in C++ <random> nomenclature, namely to replace the term uniform random number generator by the more precise term uniform random bit generator.

Random numbers are a pain in the butt. However, they’re terribly interesting, and very useful in many applications... — Julienne Walker

1 Introduction

At the time we were designing what became the C++11 random number facility, we had become somewhat concerned about the amount of nomenclature we were introducing. As part of an effort to keep at least some generally familiar terminology, we were induced to recycle the conventional term “random number generator.” We combined it with a descriptive adjective to obtain uniform random number generator (URNG for short), a term of art now used in clause 26 to denote the algorithmic interface for types and objects that produce bit sequences in which each possible bit value is equally (uniformly) likely.

A single call to a URNG object is allowed to produce and deliver many (typically 32 or more) bits, returning these bits as a single packaged value of an unsigned integer type. Experimentation showed that this design consistently produces a considerable performance improvement when compared to our earliest (unpublished) efforts in which each call to a URNG object yielded but a single bit. However, the adopted design (sometimes characterized as bit-production-in-bulk) now appears to be misleading many programmers as to a URNG’s intended use.
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1 Adapted from §2, “Nomenclature matters,” of [N3847]

2 That is, each generated bit is (ideally) exactly as likely to be a 0 as it is to be a 1.

3 Conceptually, we wanted many of the semantics a vector<bool> would give us. Since many of the algorithms we were standardizing already used similar encodings, we opted to mimic part of a typical vector<bool> implementation.
We have observed over the last few years that many programmers mistakenly use a URNG\(^4\) as if it were a random number distribution, a term of art that C++ uses (since TR1 [ISO07]) to specify a very different set of requirements.\(^5\) When invoked, a distribution object produces what is known in probability and statistics as a random variate; in the computing disciplines, such a variate has long been known as a random number. We conjecture that it is the extensive tradition behind the random number term that is misleading many programmers as to the purpose and correct use of what we termed a URNG.

With benefit of hindsight, we wish we had used a slightly different term in place of URNG, a term that more accurately conveyed the designed purpose of such types and objects as sources of randomness, rather than as sources of random variates. We had identified such a term in [N3847], and have since then discovered that our preferred term was already being used in the literature, e.g., in [Geisler].

Accordingly, we now propose to use the similar but more precise term uniform random bit generator (abbreviated URBG) in place of the current term uniform random number generator. With this small adjustment in nomenclature, it should be much clearer that there is no entity in the standard library that by itself directly corresponds to the traditional general notion of a random number generator.

2 Proposed wording

With the sole exception of the stable name [rand.req.urng] (which refers to subclause 26.6.1.3), make the following editorial adjustments in order to improve nomenclature throughout [N4594] (in particular, in library clauses 25 and 26 and corresponding headings and indexes):

- uniform random number bit generator,
- Uniform random number bit generator,
- UniformRandomNumberBitGenerator, and
- URNBG.

The intent is preserve all existing characteristics of the Working Paper (e.g., fonts, capitalization, and punctuation), changing only the specified part of the nomenclature itself.
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\(^4\)Calls to \texttt{rand()} have the same issues; see [Walker].

\(^5\)Please see our earlier paper [N3551] for additional exposition regarding the roles of URNGs and distributions, their interaction, and the all-too-common anti-pattern that misuses a URNG.
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